Random walks over large knowledge bases like WordNet have been successfully used in word similarity, relatedness and disambiguation tasks. Unfortunately, those algorithms are relatively slow for large repositories, with significant memory footprints. In this paper we present a novel algorithm which encodes the structure of a knowledge base in a continuous vector space, combining random walks and neural net language models in order to produce novel word representations. Evaluation in word relatedness and similarity datasets yields equal or better results than those of a random walk algorithm, using a dense representation (300 dimensions instead of 117K). Furthermore, the word representations are complementary to those of the random walk algorithm and to corpus-based continuous representations, improving the stateof-the-art in the similarity dataset. Our technique opens up exciting opportunities to combine distributional and knowledge-based word representations.
Introduction
Graph-based techniques over Knowledge Bases (KB) like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) have been widely used in NLP tasks, including word sense disambiguation (Agirre et al., 2014; Moro et al., 2014) , semantic similarity and semantic relatedness between terms (Agirre et al., 2009; Agirre et al., 2010; Pilehvar et al., 2013) . For instance, Agirre et al. (2009; apply a random walk algorithm based on Personalized PageRank to WordNet, preFigure 1: Main architecture for generating KB word embeddings. A random walk algorithm over the KB produces a synthetic corpus, which is fed into a NNLM to produce continuous word representations.
senting the best results to date among WordNetbased methods for the well-known WS353 wordsimilarity dataset (Finkelstein et al., 2001) . For each target word, the method performs a personalized random walk on the WordNet graph. At convergence, the target word is represented as a vector in a multi-dimensional conceptual space, with one dimension for each concept in the KB. The good results of the algorithm contrast with the large dimensionality of the vectors that it needs to produce, 117K dimensions (one per synset) for WordNet.
In recent years a wide variety of Neural Network Language Models (NNLM) have been successfully employed in several tasks, including word similarity (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Socher et al., 2011; Turian et al., 2010) . NNLM extract meaning from unlabeled corpora following the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954) , where semantic features of a word are related to its co-occurrence patterns. NNLM learn word representations in the form of dense scalar vectors in n-dimensional spaces (e.g. 300 dimensions), in which each dimension is a latent semantic feature. The representations are obtained by optimizing the likelihood of existing unlabeled text. More recently, Mikolov et al. have developed simpler NNLM architectures (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013c) , which drastically reduced computational complexity by deleting the hidden layer, enabling to compute accurate word representations from very large corpora. The representations obtained by these methods are compact, taking 1.5G for 3M words on 300-dimensional space, and have been shown to outperform other distributional corpus-based methods on several tasks, including the WS353 word similarity dataset (Baroni et al., 2014) .
In this work we propose to encode the meaning of words using the structural information in knowledge bases. That is, instead of modeling the meaning based on the co-occurrences of words in corpora, we model the meaning based on random walks over the knowledge base. Each random walk is seen as a context for words in the vocabulary, and fed into the NNLM architecture, which optimizes the likelihood of those contexts (cf. Fig. 1 ). The resulting word representations are more compact than those produced by regular random walk algorithms (300 vs. tens of thousands), and produce very good results on two well-known benchmarks on word relatedness and similarity: WS353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001) and SL999 (Hill et al., 2014b) , respectively. We also show that the obtained representations are complementary to those of random walks alone and to distributional representations obtained by the same NNLM algorithm, improving the results.
Some recent work has explored embedding KBs in low-dimensional continous vector spaces, representing each entity in a k-dimensional vector and characterizing typed relations between entities in the KB (e.g. born-in-city in Freebase or part-of in WordNet) as operations in the k-dimensional space (Wang et al., 2014) . The model estimates the parameters which maximize the likelihood of the triples, which can then be used to infer new typed relations which are missing in the KB. In contrast, we use the relations to explicitly model the context of words, in two complementary approaches to embed information in KBs into continuous spaces.
NNLM
Neural Network Language Models have become a useful tool in NLP on the last years, specially in semantics. We have used the two models proposed in (Mikolov et al., 2013c) due to their simplicity and effectiveness in word similarity and relatedness tasks (Baroni et al., 2014) : Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram. The first one is quite similar to the feedforward Neural Network Language Model, but instead of a hidden layer it has a projection layer, and thus all the words are projected in the same position. Word order has thus no influence in the projection. The training criterion is as follows: knowing previous and subsequent words in context, the model maximizes the probability of the predicting the word in the middle. The Skip-gram model uses each current word as an input to a log-linear classifier with a continuous projection layer, and predicts the previous and subsequent words in a context window.
Although the Skip-gram model seems to be more accurate in most of the semantic tasks, we have used both variants in our experiments. We used a publicly available implementation 1 .
Random Walks and NNLM
Our method performs random walks over KB graphs to create synthetic contexts which are fed into the NNLM architecture, creating novel word representations. The algorithm used for creating the contexts is a Monte Carlo method for computing the PageRank algorithm (Avrachenkov et al., 2007) .
We consider a KB as undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of concepts and E represents links among concepts. We also need a dictionary, an association from words to KB concepts. We construct an inverse dictionary that maps graph vertices with the words than can be linked to it.
The inputs of the algorithm are: 1) the graph G = (V, E), 2) the inverse dictionary and 3) the damp- for different corpus sizes (in sentences).
ing factor α 2 . In our experiments we used WordNet 3.0 with gloss relations 3 , which has 117.522 nodes (synsets) and 525.356 edges (semantic relations). Regarding the dictionary, WordNet already contains links from words to concepts. The dictionary includes the probability of a concept being lexicalized by a specific word, as estimated by the WordNet team from their hand-annotated corpora. Both dictionary and graph are freely available 4 . The method first chooses a vertex at random from the vertex set V , and performs a random walk starting from it. At each step, the random walk might terminate with probability (1−α) or choose a neighbor vertex at random with probability α. Each time the random walk reaches a vertex, a word is emitted at random using the probabilities in the inverse dictionary. When the random walk terminates, the sequence of emitted words forms the pseudo sentence which is fed to the NNLM architecture, and the process starts again choosing a vertex at random until a maximum number of pseudo sentences have been generated.
Our method creates pseudo sentences like the following: for different corpus sizes (in sentences).
(1) amphora wine nebuchadnezzar bear retain long (2) graphology writer write scribble scrawler heedlessly in haste jot note notebook
These examples give us clues of the kind of the implicit semantic information that is encoded in the generated pseudo-corpus. Example 1 starts with amphora following with wine (with which amphoras are usually filled with), nebuchadnezzar (a particular bottle size) and finishing with words that are related to wine storage, like bear,retain and long. Example 2 shows a similar phenomenom; it starts with graphology, follows with the closely related writer, then writer, finishing with names and adjectives of different variants of writing, such as scribble, scrawler, heedlessly, in haste and jot; finally, the context ends with note and notebook. Note that our method also produces multiword terms like in haste.
Experiments
We have trained two Neural Network models, CBOW and Skip-gram, with several iterations of random walks over WordNet. We trained both models with default parameters (Mikolov et al., 2013a) window size 5. In order to check how many iterations of the random walk algorithm are needed to learn good word representations, we produced up to 70 · 10 6 contexts. The the damping factor (α) of the random walk algorithm was set to 0.85, a usual value (Agirre et al., 2010) . All parameters were thus set to default, and we only explored different corpus sizes. The word representations were evaluated on WS353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001 ) and SL999 (Hill et al., 2014b) , two datasets on word relatedness and word similarity, respectively. In order to compute the similarity of two words, it suffices to calculate the cosine between the respective word representations. The evaluation measure computes the rank correlation (Spearman) between the human judgments and the system values.
In order to contrast our results with the two related techniques, we used UKB 5 , a publicly available implementation of Personalized PageRank (Agirre et al., 2014) , and ran it over the same graph as our proposed methods. We used it out-of-the-box with a damping value of 0.85. We also downloaded the embeddings learnt by (Mikolov et al., 2013a ) using Skip-gram over a large text corpus 6 . We used the same cosine algorithm to compute similarity with all word representations. To distinguish one word representation from the other, we will call our models RWCBOW and RWSGRAM respectively (RW for random-walk), in contrast to the original Personalized PageRank algorithm (PPV) and the corpusbased embeddings learned using Skip-grams (Skipgram) .
Figures 2 and 3 show the learning curves on the WS353 and SL999 datasets relative to the number Table 2 : Combinations and best published results: SL999 (Hill et al., 2014a) , WS353 (Radinsky et al., 2011) .
of contexts produced by the random walks on WordNet. The results show that WordNet representations grow quickly (around 7 million contexts), converging around 70M, obtaining practically the same results as PPV for WS353, and better results for SL999 7 . The results at convergence are shown in Table 1 , together with those of PPV and Skip-gram. Regarding SL999, we can see that the best results are obtained with RWSGRAM, improving over PPV and Skip-gram. Regarding WS353, all methods except RWSGRAM obtain similar results. The results show that our methods are able to effectively capture the information in WordNet, performing on par to the original PPV algorithm, and better than the corpusbased Skip-gram on the SL999 dataset. Note that the best published results for WS353 using WordNet are those of (Agirre et al., 2010) using PPV, which report 0.685.
In order to see if the word representations that we learn are complementary to those of PPV and Skipgram, we combined the scores produced by each word representation. Given the potentially different scales of the similarity values, we assigned to each item the average of the ranks of the pair in each output. The top part of Table 2 repeats the three relevant systems. The (a+b) row reports an improvement in both datasets, showing that RWSGRAM on WordNet is complementary to PPV in WordNet, and is thus a different representation, even if both use the same knowledge base. The (a+b) and (a+b+c) show that corpus-based Skip-grams are also complemen-tary, yielding incremental improvements. In fact, the combination of all three improves over the best published results on SL999, and approaches the best results for WS353, as shown in the last row of the Table. The state of the art on SL999 corresponds to (Hill et al., 2014a) , who training a Recurrent Neural Net model on bilingual text. The best results on WS353 correspond to (Radinsky et al., 2011) , who combine a Wikipedia-based algorithm with a corpus-based method which uses date-related information from news to learn word representations.
Note that we have only performed some simple combination to show the complementarity of each information source. More sophisticated combinations (e.g. learning a regression model) could further improve results.
We have performed some qualitative analysis, which indicates that there is a slight tendency for corpus embeddings (with the window size used in the experiments) to group related words (e.g. physics -proton), and not so much similar words (e.g. vodka -gin), while our KB embeddings include both. This analysis agrees with the results in Table 1 , where all KB results are better than corpusbased Skip-gram for the semantic similarity dataset (SL999). In passing, note that the best published results to date on similarity (Hill et al., 2014a ) use embeddings learnt from bilingual text which suggests that bilingual corpora are better suited to learn embeddings capturing semantic similarity.
Conclusions
We have presented a novel algorithm which encodes the structure of a knowledge base in a continuous vector space, combining random walks and neural net language models to produce new word representations. Our evaluation in word relatedness and similarity datasets has shown that these new word representations attain similar results to those of the original random walk algorithm, using 300 dimensions instead of tens of thousands. Furthermore, the word representations are complementary to those of the random walk algorithm and to corpus-based continuous representations, producing better results when combined, and improving the state-of-the-art in the similarity dataset. Hand inspection reinforces the observation that WordNet-based A promising direction of this research is to leverage multilingual Wordnets to produce cross-lingual embeddings.
On another direction, one of the main limitations of KB approaches is that they produce a relatively small number of embeddings, limited by the size of the dictionary. In the future we want to overcome this sparsity problem by combining both textual and KB based embeddings into a unified model. In fact, we think that our technique opens up exciting opportunities to combine distributional and knowledgebased word representations.
It would also be interesting to investigate the influence of the different semantic relations in WordNet, either by removing certain relations or by assigning different weights to them. This investigation could give us deeper insights about the way our knowledge-based approach codes meaning in vector spaces.
